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GAI CHAAP’ used on the packaging has

suit seeking permanent injunction against
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Sachin Gupta (‘Defendant’) from using its

a trademark as registered under Section 107

trademark and trade dress along with the

of the Trade Marks Act, 1999. The Defendant

mark ‘GAI CHAAP’ and ‘COW’ device
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(‘Impugned Trademarks’) with respect to the

trademark registrations with respect to its

Plaintiff’s products i.e. spices. In the present

label in 2017.

case, the Plaintiff, through its predecessors,

The Court while observing that there was

had been using the Impugned Trademarks

infringing similarity on part of the trademarks

since 1969 and had subsequently made

of the parties, opined that the Defendant’s

slight changes to its label and trade dress

registration of trademarks was not held to be

and applied for a separate registration while

a valid defense against any passing off

claiming use with respect to the modified

action. The Court noted that prior use

trade dress since 2013.

generates goodwill in the market and a later

The Plaintiff argued that the Defendant, with

user cannot misrepresent its business as that

a mala fide intent illegally secured the

of the prior holder. Hence, any goodwill

registration of the trademark ‘GCMC’ and

generated by the Defendant, in the present
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of
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misrepresentation
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had secured registration with respect to its

infringement suit was filed against him.

mark, ‘Lakshmi Srinivasa Brand’. The Court

Accordingly, the Court issued an interim

also noted that despite claiming loss in profits

order, till the disposal of the suit, restraining

due to the alleged infringement, the Plaintiff

the Defendant and its associates against

was unable to produce any books of
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account pertaining to the sales turnover of

advertising its goods using the Impugned

the relevant years and the loss in profit due

Trademarks.
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selling,
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gunny bags supplied by the Plaintiff failed to
Bengaluru Court dismisses suit for injunction

indicate any portrait of Goddess Lakshmi

based on insufficient evidence 5

and Lord Srinivasa with the brand name as

In a suit for permanent injunction, the District

pleaded by the Plaintiff. The Plaintiff also

Court of Bengaluru (‘Court’) dismissed the

failed to submit evidence with respect to its

Plaintiff’s allegation of passing off and

trademark registration and was insufficiently

infringement of trademarks and copyright,

relying on

for lack of evidence in support of its claim.
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M/s
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Accordingly, the Court dismissed the suit and
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directed the Plaintiff to pay cost of the suit to

manufacturing and marketing of Sortex
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Buhler Rice under the brand name ‘Lakshmi
Srinivasa Brand’ with the portrait of Goddess

The Delhi High Court upholds non-exclusivity

Lakshmi and Lord Srinivasa on the gunny

over the mark ‘Pe’6

bags of their products. The Plaintiff claimed

The Delhi High Court (‘Court’) refused to

that Ravi Enterprises (‘Defendant’) started

grant

marketing the Sorted Buhler Rice since 2008

trademark infringement suit

under the name and style ‘Sree Lakshmi

Phonepe Private Limited (‘Plaintiff’) against

Srinivasa Gold’ with the same portrait of

EZY Services (‘Defendant’) for the use of

Goddess Lakshmi and Lord Srinivasa on the

word ‘Pe’ in its trademark ‘Bharat Pe’. The

gunny bags of their products, which was

Plaintiff claimed

deceptively similar to the trademarks and

registered trademark, ‘Pe’ is a translation of

a

permanent injunction in

that,

the

instituted

suffix

of

a
by

its

copyright adopted by the Plaintiff.
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the Devanagari letter, ‘

obtained registration of its mark on 30 April,
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Conversely, the Defendant argued that the

testifying to that effect which is a matter of

Plaintiff did not have any trademark rights on

trial and evidence.

the word ‘Pe’ in order to seek the relief of

Accordingly, the Court held that the Plaintiff

injunction. Reliance was placed on Section

cannot claim exclusivity solely over the suffix

15 and Section 17 of the Trade Marks Act,

‘Pe’, as no infringement can be claimed on

1999, to state that competing trademarks

the basis of the parts of a registered

should not be dissected, but have to be

trademark.

compared as a whole. Accordingly, the
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and
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different when viewed as a whole. Notably,

comes into force7

the Defendant stated that several other

The Central Government, on April 4, 2021,

companies such as Google Pay, WhatsApp

notified the Tribunal Reforms (Rationalization

Pay etc. are also currently employing the

and Conditions of Service) Ordinance 2021

term ‘Pay’ as it is descriptive in nature.

(‘Ordinance’).

The Court observed that ‘Phone Pe’ and

discontinued

‘Bharat Pe’ are both composite marks;

Intellectual

therefore,

be

(‘IPAB’). Accordingly, the following provisions

dissected and ‘Pe’ being a misspelling of the

have been made with respect to the

word ‘Pay’, does

appellate procedure against original orders

the

trademarks
not
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change

the

legal

The
the

Ordinance
functioning
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position that the word is descriptive, and no

under the following Acts:

individual

i.

shall

be
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to

claim

Appellate
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the
board

Patents Act, 1970 – Any petition for

proprietary rights over the same. The Court

revocation or rectification of a registered

also

submission

patent or any appeal made against a

acquired

decision, order, direction made under the

secondary meaning for the Plaintiff to claim

Patents Act, 1970 shall now lie before the

exclusivity over it. Notably, the Court opined

High Court.

rejected

that the

word

the
‘Pe’

Plaintiff’s
has

an

that exclusivity may be claimed over a

ii. Trade Marks Act, 1999 – Any appeal

descriptive part of a mark wherein the part

against

the

order

of

Registrar

of

has attained distinctiveness through means

Trademarks shall lie before the High

of extensive use and has resulted in the mark

Court. Similarly, a petition for removal of

becoming identified exclusively with goods

trademark from the register shall now be

or services of the claiming exclusivity. This
often

requires

members

of

the

public

The Tribunal Reforms (Rationalisation and Conditions
of Service) Ordinance 2021
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made before the Registrar of Trademarks
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